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About This Game

Shortly after landing on an alien surface, you learn that hundreds of your men have been reduced to just a few. Now you must
fight your way through heavily fortified military installations, lower the city's defenses and shut down the enemy's war machine.

Only then will the fate of humanity be known.
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Really funny puzzel game. Game of life with more rules. Super!,
It only cost med 3\u20ac, almost nothing.. Works great, fun little game, be careful not to throw your controller when you toss a
frag grenade!. Great card game, lots of promise for the future. Good concept, good photo artwork, fun to play even when you
lose. Still a bit of work to do, could benefit from a lot more locations and location specific event cards but looking forward to
seeing how it turns out when it's finished.

Will kill Zombies and get disapproving looks from partner for having an all female deck again.....

(Addition) After a few more updates since first posting this review you can tell how committed the team are to producing a
decent game. Hats off to them for all the hard work. The decision to put a pricetag on the game and giving booster packs to
unlock cards through gameplay is a much better idea than a f2p version, the game is worth it.

 The learning curve can seem tricky at first but after a few games it all falls into place, just remember the items in your
inventory that you can spend resources on and equip them to your survivors (yes...I missed that in my first couple of games...
textbook error on my part).. I personally will play a game just for its setting, and this one is certainly no exception. Despite it
being a digital novel, the affects of the players' actions will have very large effects to the point that I could easily put this game
on the level of a Telltale game, though the chapters to come will show if this statement holds water. The characters are all
interesting and well written, the character design shows not only a high amount of effort, but a labor of love being put into them.
The puzzles aren't too hard, though the crafting screen is a tad laggy. The story is really good so far, and the information given
in the index fleshes out a lot of the world's details, making the strange world make a bit more sense to those unfamiliar. The
dialogue really has deep effects on how the characters will treat the player later, which is a lovely thing to see in game that focus
on dialogue for main source of player interactivity. For being from such a small dev team, the quantity of art and work put into
this game in no way lowers the quality, and small intricate details hide themselves around every corner.

I really enjoyed this game and definitely got my money's worth from it, and I look forward to the next chapter.. umm i just
bought this pack and i did not get the 3 million exp. It has now been two years and progress has pretty much stopped.

If this is bad news on it's own it appears this game engine is actually free yea you heard me its bloody FREE and we all
paid for it.

GITHUB URL:https:/github.com/AlwaysGeeky/Vox
It is apparently OpenSource now!!!

Looks like anyone can creatively adapt this aswell as it is licened under the GPL (General Public Licence). I was only
introduced to the Shadowrun Pen and Paper system recently. Go figure, someone born in the 80's who is only just now being
introduced to SR. Anyway, here goes.

I don't know if it's just the fact I don't care enough about Voice Acting to be hypercritical about it in this game like some of the
reviews I have read, or if I just haven't found any fault in it as of yet. Still playing the game, so I'll have to keep listening.
Although, for me, the only thing Voice Acting is good for is to make it so I don't have to read the text myself.

As far as the Skill system is concerned, I like the utter freedom you get when playing the Pen and Paper system, and yes the SR:
Returns Skill system gives you a bit more freedom than the system present in this title, but I like the choices you have to make.
It forces you to build a cohesive character rather than one that can be all things to all people. Why am I going to be this physical
powerhouse that can at the same time finesse his way through the entire game. In a single player game, it's fine to max out
everything. In a multiplayer game, you have other players to fill in the holes left by our character concept.

As for the gameplay, it plays almost identically to SR: Returns. You have your allotted movement and actions. The only
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difference being you could perform an aggressive action and still move after in SR: Returns. In this you have to do your moving
before any aggresive actions. So far, I am pretty enamored of the mechanics. I haven't come across the hazards others talked
about as of yet.

So far, I am throroughly enjoying this game.. This is a blast! With one in VR (cooking) and one at the PC (waiter), this is a great
co-op game to play. It also really improves communication!!!
The graphics aren't going to set the world on fire, but you know what? They're absolutely fine! I've always concentrated far
more on the gameplay than the graphics, and the gameplay is excellent. It's fun, it's challenging, and it's an absolute blast to play!
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Frustratingly fun.. An excellent educational potential for kids. I mean, who hasn't dreamed of being an astronaut??
9.5\/10. second best hunting game on steam. Captures the a e s t h e t i c s perfectly. The soundtrack is attractive and the
gameplay is simple but actually addictive. I hope this gets rave reviews in all the magazines next month, recommended.

I wish it would run on my Windows 95.. this game is amazing and addicting def reccomend. Really good game. Only wish that
online multiplayer would be an option, so i could play this great game with my friends!. Pretty tough game, lots of tv, music and
movie questions. Back to the future and star wars fans who listened to lots of music might do better than i did. The game has an
amazing art style and presentation, however where it is lacking in polish and most likely some testing is it's actual gameplay
mechanics.

The game uses 4 "lanes", however there is absolutely no transparency between these, so if enemies or allies are in a lane "in
front" of you, you can't see anything, because they obscure everything behind them. And also, flying enemies only give off a
very small shadow on the ground of the lane they are on, which visually does not match the actual height you perceive them as
flying on. In general, during actual battles, you are most likely going to be confused with positioning most of the time, which is
critical, due to all animations being cumbersome and heavy on frames and there being no animation cancelling as far as I
could've figured out, which is dumb, considering that even common enemies can have super armor on certain attack animations.
To be honest, the combat feels pretty unresponsive, chaotic and same-y button mashy.

The movesets are also very limited, the few "combo" moves there are are very difficult to pull off consecutively and most of the
time aren't worth it, because they lock you in unfavorable animations or positioning as well.

Bosses are very generic, high HP beatsticks with massive damage, even telegraphing attacks does not help combined with mob
summons and the frantic and obscuring lane system. Plus the later bosses also add very irritating mechanics like an impending
pit of death, where you have to kill the massive HP pool boss before you reach it, or constant spamming of "barrage" attacks
while fighting off mobs and the battlefield not fitting inside one immovable screen, so the boss can run away from your screen,
and you have to chase after him while dodging everything through the obscuring lanes as well.

Accidentally jumping, falling off, or being knocked off "lanes" in all four directions is very common as well, and the battles are
just too chaotic and frantic to follow even with a single player, not to mention with 2 or 3 players at once. Golden Axe style
"mounts" are a nice addition.

Progression is there, but it's lackluster at most, items and level ups only add mostly insignificant + or - numbers to your stats.
The few (as in 2 or 3) new moves you unlock also give you a message that you've unlocked them and the button combination
ONCE, with no other way to show a move list of some sort at all.

Overall, kudos to the art and sound designers, but the gameplay guys were probably slacking off.
Get it only if you have some friends for COOP who can share the frustration and hopefully make it a more enjoyable ride.
. I just love this game. I really hope the game I paid helps on the development of this game.
Really nice work!!
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